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QUAINT CUSTOMS OF WORLD'S QUEER PEOPLE
SNAKE DANCE OF THE MOKI INDIANS

One of the quaint customs of the
world which is disappearing with one
of the world's queerest people is the
snake dance of the Mold Indians, who

A Moki Snake Priest.

hVe in sunny Arizona. This American
state, as most people know, needs
water needs it more than anything
else and the MoTa saake dance is a

religious ceremony, an invocation for
rain which shall keep the springs
alive and which shall induce the
thirsty desert sands to give bounte-
ous crops of corn, melons and beans.

The ceremony is very long, taking
all day to perform. Towards the
close of the day the pagan priest-
hood takes charge in view of all the
gathered tribe. This is when the
snakes arrive. They have been cap-
tured days before and now lie on the
ground near the priests, all deadly
rattlers.

Each priest must grasp a snake,
and whites who have witnessed the
dance say that they take them in
their arms, seize them by the back of
the neck in their teeth, all the time
chanting and dancing about

Finally the snakes are all thrown
into a small magic circle marked dut
on the ground where they instantly
become a pyramid of horror. A mo-
mentary jause, then all the dancers
plunge forward, attempting to fill
their arms with as many snakes as
they can grab.

In two or three secpnds all the
snakes are off the ground and the
dancers disappear with them in the
darkness. Before their return they
have set the snakes at liberty, and
that ends the ceremony.

All this time not a dancer has been
bitten, it is claimed. Trustworthy
white witnesses have seen the rat-
tlers draw blood from Moki arms,
but never a death has resulted. Scien-
tific observers have captured snakes
after their release by the priests and
have found the fangs intact, the sacs
filled with poison.

What is the secret? Nobody
knows.

"What will he do when he gets the
milk out of her, brother?"

"Stupid! He will have to buy an-

other cow that's never been milked
yet, that's aU!"
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